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In 1609, the printshop of Nicolaus Straus in Prague 
concurrently issued two choirbook volumes in folio—
the Liber I. missarum of Carl Luython and the Mag

nificat anima mea Dominum secundi toni, a sex vocibus 
of Nicolaus Zangius—an unprecedented undertaking for a 
press with little experience in editing polyphonic music. 
Even so, the proximity of Straus to the court of Rudolf II, 
where both Luython and Zangius were employed, would 
have facilitated the personal oversight of both compos-
ers in the printing process at a local printshop with a 
long established reputation.1 The two prints were ap-
parently conceived as a pair: not only are the formats 
and designs similar, but they also both were, in several 
instances, bound together.2 Mass ordinary and Magnifi-
cat settings were not, however, the only printed works 
by these two composers to appear in 1609, for composi-
tions by both Luython and Zangius were also included 
in an anthology of secular music printed the same year 
by Paul Kaufmann in Nuremberg. In contrast to Straus, 
Kaufmann ran a printshop with decades of experience in 
typesetting polyphony. The compiler of this anthology 
is nameless, nor is there a dedication, and the extent of 
the two composer’s involvement in assembling it cannot 
be gauged with any certainty, but it seems more than 
coincidental that it should appear the same year as their 
two sacred prints, especially given that Zangius and 
Luython are its most well represented composers. While 
the mass ordinary and Magnificat settings advertise the 
skills of Luython and Zangius in composing sacred mu-
sic, the Nuremberg anthology showcases their ingenu-
ity in devising novel music for secular entertainment. 
Together, these three prints demonstrate the range of 
their music-making skills at a time when Luython and 
Zangius clearly wished to establish their reputations on 
the market for printed music and, perhaps, thereby seek 
other employment opportunities.

The subject of this paper are two compositions by 
Luython that survive in this anthology as unica—Vinum 
bonum et suave and Aqua bona, aqua pura—and the 
ways they reflect a kind of theatricalized musical enter-
tainment cultivated at the Rudolfine court where they 
were composed, yet rooted in a broader tradition of dia-
logic parody stretching back to the medieval period. In 
Luython’s hands, medieval satires pitting wine against 
water are reimagined as a form of contemporary social 
discord, realized through the bilingual juxtaposition of 
Latin and German voices, who extol the virtues of wine 
and water at the same time that they comment on one 

1 The Straus press had been active since 1590 at the latest. 
See Petr Voit, ‘Štraus ze Štrausenfeldu, Mikuláš’, in: Encyklo
pedie knihy: Starší knihtisk a příbuzné obory mezi polovinou 
15. a počátkem 19. století (Prague: Libri, 2006), pp. 867–8.

2 Surviving exemplars binding the two prints together in-
clude CZ-Bu ST5-0889.409, CZ-Pu 59.A.10477, CZ-Pmp VII/C-D/3, 
CZ-Pnm 54 A 4, and CZ-UL St 1298. In each instance, Luython’s 
volume precedes the one by Zangius. See Petr Daněk, Historické 
tisky vokální polyfonie, rané monodie, hudební teorie a instru
mentální hudby v českých zemích do roku 1630. Se soupisem tis
ků z let 14881628 uložených v Čechách (Prague: KLP – Koniasch 
Latin Press, 2015), p. 122.
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another and, in doing so, draw attention to their differences. The interplay of alterities in mac-
aronic textual forms thoroughly infuses Kaufmann’s anthology, whose unusual contents are 
advertised in the strikingly unconventional title displayed on each of the print’s six partbooks:

Musicalischer Zeitvertreiber / | das ist / | Allerley seltzame lecher= | liche Vapores vnd 
Humores, ehr= | liche Collation vnd Schlafftruncksbossen / Quod- | libet, Judenschul vnd 
andere kurtzweilige Liedlein / dergleichen | zuvorn nie also in einen Model zusammen gegossen 
worden: von | mehrerley fürtrefflichen Musicis mit 4. 5. 6. 7. vnd 8. | stimmen componirt: 
vnd durch einen der | Music Liebhabern an tag | gegeben.3

These vapors and humors, collations, and Schlafftruncksbossen reflect a musical collection 
that ranges widely across time, with songs both old and new, German and Latin, multilin-
gual songs, a sprinkling of Italian music, reworkings of familiar tunes, and both strophic 
and through-composed forms. Nine of the thirty-four compositions lack authorial attribution 
( Fig. 1), but the composers who are identified reveal the volume’s courtly orientation: Georg 
Flori and Jacob Regnart are each represented by one composition, alongside one work doubt-
fully attributed to Orlando di Lasso, and Antonio Scandello and Hans Leo Hassler each by two.4 
The four compositions by Luython and eight by Zangius that dominate the volume promote 
the composers, like the companion volumes published by Nicolaus Straus, as a kind of balanced 
act: those by Zangius are primarily in German and composed for four or five voices, while those 
by Luython are primarily in Latin and scored for six or seven voices.

As reprints of compositions culled from earlier single-composer prints, ten of these twelve 
works provide evidence of the composers’ wishes to market their music anew through the 
well-connected network of Central European distribution commanded by the Kaufmann firm. 
Seven of the eight lieder by Zangius were printed in two collections of the composer’s works 
issued by Gerard Grevenbruch in Cologne in 1597 and 1603, including the quodlibet, Ich will 
zu land außreitten, singled out in the anthology’s title. To these seven, an eighth composition 
by Zangius is added, seemingly for the first time in this print: the four-voice Ihr lieben Gäst, 
which sets the tenor voice, singing the part of the Wirt, against a four-voice chorus of beer-
drinking guests, whose festivities must come to an end when, led by the cantus, the bells 
chime nine o’clock. The theme of social drinking and the sound of bells are well suited to the 
overall orientation of the print, which includes several more drinking songs and abounds in 
onomatopoetic imagery. This predilection also underlies the selection of two six-voice songs 
from Luython’s Popularis anni Iubilus (Prague: Georgius Nigrin, 1587) for inclusion in the an-
thology. The three-part Tympana dent sonitum, composed for the season of Carnival, stages a 
Bacchanalian crowd so drunk they are hardly able to walk straight, while the two-part Inferias 
facimus Ganzae celebrates the production of wine and the slaughter of geese crying “ga ga gi 
ga ga” in preparation for St. Martin’s Day.5

The two other compositions by Luython, Vinum bonum et suave and Aqua bona, aqua pura, 
seemingly made-to-order for the anthology as its only songs for seven voices, build on the 
themes staged in the songs from the Popularis anni Iubilus. The title of Vinum bonum et suave 
would have sparked recognition among many readers: since its medieval inception, the Marian 
sequence Verbum bonum et suave gave rise to a host of parodies which circulated internation-
ally and with a remarkable longevity.6 These parodies, which replace salutations to the virgin 

3 RISM 160928. The most complete set, including all but the altus from print’s original six partbooks, 
is Biblioteka Uniwersytecka, Wrocław (PL-WRu), sign. 50214 Muz. The only known surviving copy of the 
altus partbook is Jihočeské muzeum, České Budějovice (CZ-CBj), sign. ST C 854.

4 The remaining composers, each represented by one composition, are Christian Erbach, Bernhard 
Klingenstein, Nicolaus Rost, Johann Steffens, Orazio Vecchi, and the unknown M. Helling. Klingenstein, 
chapelmaster of the Augsburg cathedral, compiled an anthology of settings of the hymn Maria zart in 
the Rosetum marianum. Vnser lieben Frawen Rosengertlein (Dillingen: Adam Meltzer, 1604) (RISM B/I 
16047, https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/en/view/bsb00073085?page=,1), which includes composi-
tions by Luython, Hans Leo Hassler, and Jacob Regnart, in addition to settings by other composers 
active in Prague, including Franz Sales, Jakob Hassler, and Kryštof Harant z Polžic a Bezdružic and one 
by his fellow Augsburger, Christian Erbach. See William Hettrick, Rosetum Marianum (1604) Collected 
by Bernhard Klingenstein [= Recent Researches in the Music of the Renaissance, 24–5] (Madison, WI: A-R 
Editions, 1977).

5 Both songs are discussed in Erika HoniscH, ‘Drowning Winter, Burning Bones, Singing Songs: 
Representations of Popular Devotion in a Central European Motet Cycle’, The Journal of Musicology 34 
(2017), pp. 559–609.

6 Several parodies are cited in Paul LeHmann, Die Parodie im Mittelalter (Stuttgart: Anton Hierse-
mann, 1963), pp. 124–7; and Nikolaus Henkel, ‘Parodie und parodistische Schreibweise im hohen und 
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with some kind of exposition on the virtues of wine, typically open with the phrase Vinum 
bonum et suave, but thereafter, their texts often ranged widely. If we look to polyphonic music 
of the sixteenth century, this is clear, for example, from a comparison of two parodies set by 
Jean Richafort and Orlando di Lasso. Richafort’s earlier five-voice composition sets one stanza, 
structurally equivalent to the first versicle of the original sequence, which offers a social com-
mentary on the disparity between the good wine had by clerics and the worse wine given to 
everyone else.7 The version by Lasso, in contrast, sets six tercets, whose final lines are reduced 
from eight to seven syllables, in a faster-moving structure that keeps with the more celebra-
tory nature of his parody.8 Lasso’s Vinum bonum extols the delights of good wine, the wonder 
of Christ’s transformation of water to wine, and the happiness that the present abundance of 
wine brings to the singers and their companions, a jubilant message enhanced by the division 
of eight voices into two choirs, who toss motifs rapidly back and forth.

Although it is also structured in two choirs, Luython’s Vinum bonum et suave is, however, 
by virtue of its textural form without precedent among this family of parodies, since its text 
features the regular alternation of phrases in Latin and German. Each language is organized in 
pairs of rhymed couplets, then interlaced together, with each Latin phrase of eight syllables, 
proceeding more or less in iambic tetrameter, followed and completed by a German line of six 
syllables in a consistent iambic trimeter, yielding the characteristic ‘ballad meter’ associated 
with minstrelry. The poem is composed as a direct address to a glass of wine, in which it is 

späten Mittelalter. Lateinische und deutsche Literatur im Vergleich’, in: Seraina Plotke and Stefan 
seeber, Parodie und Verkehrung: Formen und Funktionen spielerischer Verfremdung und spöttischer Ver
zerrung in Texten des Mittelalters und der Frühen Neuzeit (Göttingen: V&R Unipress, 2016), pp. 24–33.

7 This setting was published in the Selectissimarum mutetarum partim quinque partim quatuor vocum 
tomus primus (Nuremberg: Johannes Petreius, 1540) (RISM B/I 15406; vdm: 50, http://vdm.sbg.ac.at/
db/music_prints.php?action=preview&id_music_prints=50), ‘Index mutetarum quinque vocum’ no. 12. 
The text also appears as the opening versicle of a parody of the sequence within a Missa potatorum in 
a fifteenth-century manuscript from the Bibliothek des Stiftes U. L. Frauen in Halberstadt (Codex 71 
chart. saec. XV). See Wilhelm WattenbacH, ‘Aus einer Halberstadter Handschrift’, Anzeiger für Kunde der 
deutschen Vorzeit 25 (October 1878), cols. 317–8.

8 This setting first appeared in two prints of 1570: Selectiorum aliquot cantionum sacrarum sex vocum 
fasciculus, adiunctus in fine tribus Dialogis octo vocum... Authore Orlando di Lassus (Munich: Adam Berg, 
1570) (RISM A/I L 833); and Mellange d’Orlande de Lassus, contenant plusieurs chansons, tant en vers latins 
qu’en ryme francoyse. A quatre, cinz, six, huit, dix, parties (Paris: Adrian le Roy and Robert Ballard, 1570) 
(RISM A/I L 834, https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/en/view/bsb00091845?page=,1).
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extolled as sensually virtuous, giving the heart strength, gladdening the eyes, reviving heart 
and throat, driving away pain from the soul, and an aid to the singing voice. Although inter-
laced, the two languages can be read independently, the German only occasionally translating a 
preceding idea in Latin, or extrapolating from it, but also occasionally providing a commentary 
on what had just been uttered in Latin or fulfilling it ( Table 1). The penultimate German 
line commands, “now go in, little wine”, and thus the act of drinking is built into the song’s 
conclusion.

Vinum bonum et suave / du edler Rebensaft
Virtutes sunt tibi clarae / dem hertzen gibst ein kraft
Tu oculos exhilaras / mit deim goltfarben schein
Tu cor et guttur recreas / wannst wacker gehst hinein
Dolorem pellis animo / wer dich nur trinken tut
Et vocem aptas Musico / singt frisch mit freiem Mut
Amicos facis plurimos / beim Schlaftrunk in gemein
Et fratres reddis candidos / Die brüder wolfäil sein
Pulvinar praebes lectulo / wann gläser nit sein klein
Ob hoc potate sedulo / Es muß getrunken sein
Bibamus cum laetitia / nun Weinlein geh herein
Sic pellitur tristitia / denn trauren ist nit fein.

Good and agreeable wine / you noble juice of grapes
Your virtues are clear / you give the heart strength
You gladden the eyes / with your gold-colored shine.
You revive the heart and throat / when you quickly go in
You drive away pain from the soul / from the one who simply drinks you
And you join the voice with music / sing anew with open courage
You make the most allies / together in drunkenness
And brothers you restore to clarity / the brothers are at ease
You supply a cushion in bed / when the glasses are not small
Wherefore drink diligently / it must be drunk
We drink with happiness / now go in, little wine
Thus is sadness banished / for sadness is not fine.

Luython’s musical setting responds to the linguistic alternation with an added layer of dia-
logic alternation. As in Lasso’s Vinum bonum, Luython divides the seven voices into two choirs: 
against the regular complement of cantus, altus, tenor, and bass, labeled secundus chorus, is 
a primus chorus of three high voices. Each one takes turns singing a couplet of one Latin and 
one German verse. Luython structures these couplets as a regular sequence of antecedent and 
consequent phrases, in which the Latin phrase comes to a sort of medial point of harmonic rest 
immediately extended by the corresponding German line, which invariably concludes with a 
full cadence that signals the entry of the other choir. Combined with the only slightly ruffled 
homophonic setting, each line of text is clearly declaimed in a dance-like setting sensitive to 
the poetic meter: Luython breaks from this pattern only to paint the phrase ‘beim Schlaftrunck 
in gemein’, when all seven voices deliver a somewhat garbled version of the text. The lack of 
textual repetition until the final couplet encourages a rapid run-through of the verses, and 
the frequent cadences on D and the composition’s final of G, moving through C and F to reach 
the tonal ‘far-out point’ of Bflat at the end of the penultimate couplet, lend the piece a strong 
harmonic profile that encourages a dramatized performance of the score in the form of a bi-
lingual dialogue, in which each choir takes on both Latin and German roles.

Although listed as a separate composition in the anthology’s index, Aqua pura, aqua bona 
was clearly designed to complement Vinum bonum et suave. Once again, Luython sets a poem 
with a regular alternation of Latin and German verses, this time in what begins as a celebra-
tion of the health of ‘good’, ‘pure’ water ( Table 2). As for wine in the previous setting, water

Aqua bona, aqua pura / deß Wassers kraft ist voll bekannt
Sive cocta, sive cruda / erhält den Menschen beim verstand
Tu cibis praestas jusculum / in Schwaben und auch Bayren fein

Adimples et corpusculum / die Wasserschnallen sind gemein
Cervus fontes desiderat / so doch nur trinkt das Wasser klar
Et cornix ex hoc potitat / und lebt gleichvoll viel hundert Jahr

Si guttur ardet plurimum / wann dir die Weinstraß ist verbrennt
Ex vino forte nimium / und hast kein Artzney zu der Hand
Aquam sume cum lupulo / ein Gerstenpier ist dir sehr gut
Potato saltem sedulo / trinks nur gar aus mit freiem Mut
Probatum est plus millies / die kunst ist fix und ist gerecht
Ab hoc et illo centies / so voll beim Herren als beim Knecht.

Good water, pure water / the power of water is well known
Whether boiled or uncooked / it keeps people sane
You are preferable to broth with food / in Swabia and also

Bavaria fine
And you fill up the small body / the water soups are universal
The deer desires the fountains / as it but only drinks clear water
And the crow drinks from this / and lives the same many

hundred years
If the throat burns more / when your drinker’s gullet is burnt
Perhaps it was too much wine / and you have no medicine at hand
Accept some water with hops / a barley beer is very good for you
Drink in any case diligently / just drink it up with open courage
It is approved many thousand times / the art is fixed and is just
From this and that a hundred times / as much for lords as for

the servant.

is also addressed directly in the second person; extolled as preferable to broth with food, 
whether in Swabia or Bavaria; and acknowledged as the universal drink of choice in the ani-
mate world. The virtue of water is contrasted against the over-consumption of wine, but water 
mixed with hops offers greater medicinal powers. It is water converted into beer that the 
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Text and translation 
of Carl Luython, 
Vinum bonum et suave

Table 2:
Text and translation 
of Carl Luython, 
Aqua bona, aqua pura
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singers command to be drunk ‘with open courage’, and in this manner, the song transforms 
midway through into a Trinklied. In Aqua pura, aqua bona, the German verses are lengthened 
to eight syllables of iambic tetrameter, lending them equal weight relative to their Latin coun-
terparts and an enhanced level-headedness in keeping with the more sober topic of water with 
which the song begins. Luython structures the setting similarly to that of Vinum bonum et 
suave, with the same choral division, textual alternations, and final of G with a ‘far-out point’ 
of Bflat at the end of the penultimate couplet. The increased length of the German lines are 
matched with phrases expanded by the tactus of a breve, whose added space is filled in with 
a greater number of syncopations and short melismas.

For all the novelty of these compositions, they build on an extensive medieval tradition 
of macaronic singing, whose most iconic representative is the Christmas carol In dulci jubilo. 
Like many settings of In dulci jubilo, Luython emphasizes the dance-like rhythms of the music 
through his careful attention to the poetic meters, whose syllables are accordingly rendered 
in long and short note values. More than merely a clearly declaimed text, the dialogic form 
here acts as a means of social dramatization, one that sets it apart from earlier versions of 
Vinum bonum as revealed at the conclusion of Aqua pura. The seven voices finish off the song 
together by singing that potation is enjoyed by lords and servants alike (‘so voll beim Herren 
als beim Knecht’) and thus finally clarify linguistic difference as the intertwined amalgamation 
of social classes. By incorporating this new bilingual social dimension, Luython’s compositions 
become parodies of a parody, drawing simultaneously on the medieval parodia sacra genre and 
its subsequent metamorphoses into the vernacular.

Thetis and Lyaeus
The pairing of these two compositions derives from debates on the merits of wine versus water 
that informed cultural life during Luython’s lifetime but also in the centuries before. One of 
the earliest examples can be found in the Summa recreatorum, an anonymous compendium 
of material for discussions and entertainment at feasts probably compiled at the fourteenth-
century court of Charles IV.9 The Summa recreatorum addresses issues related to human health, 
the effects of various foods, drinks, and spices, and outlines the four cardinal virtues in addi-
tion to moral lessons, with a prologue dedicated to the nobility and educated prelates, who 
drew from it material for discussions and convivial entertainment. Its fourth section provides 
stories, fables, verses and cantiones suited to such occasions, among which we find a disputacio 
vini et aquae, a dialogue of thirty-eight rhymed quatrains of Latin hexameters in which water 
and wine battle it out for who is the most honorable using arguments primarily derived from 
Biblical scripture ( Fig. 2).10

The disputacio opens with the narration of a vision of the court of heaven, where Thetis, a 
goddess of water, and Lyaeus, the god of wine, enter to assume their roles as both actors and 
defendants before a celestial tribunal. Thetis begins by declaring that she, as the first to be 
created, is the more worthy of praise and honor, whereafter Lyaeus replies that he came later 
as a more precious gift to earthly drinkers. The combatants call on a host of scriptural evidence 
for support (David’s demand for water from the well of Bethlehem, Timothy’s endorsement 
of wine to settle the stomach, Paul’s injunction against wine, Naaman’s cure in the Jordan, 
the conversion of water to wine at Cana, the drunkenness of Noah and Lot), cite the necessity 

9 This compendium survives today in four exemplars copied in the late fourteenth and early fif-
teenth centuries, today kept in the Národní knihovna in Prague, sign. I E 22, fols. 51v–116r, https://www.
manuscriptorium.com/apps/index.php?direct=record&pid=AIPDIG-NKCR__I_E_22______1LAIJS0-cs; the 
Roudnická lobkovická knihovna in Nelahozeves, sign. VI Fc 34; the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek in 
Vienna, Cod. 5371, fols. 185r–234r, http://data.onb.ac.at/rec/AC13956943; and the Universitätsbibliothek 
in Leipzig, Cod. 1224, fols. 255r–312v, https://handschriftencensus.de/5347. An overview of the Summa 
is available in Dana růžičková, ‘Where to Seek the Meeting Point of the Treatises Summa recreatorum, 
Mensa philosophica and Responsorium curiosorum: A Query into the History of their Origin’, Studia mi
nora Facultatis philosophicae Universitatis Brunensis N 11 (2006), pp. 61–77, http://hdl.handle.net/11222.
digilib/114043. Gillingham briefly discusses the settings by Richafort and Lasso in conjunction with 
the A-Wn and CZ-Pu exemplars of the Summa recreatorum, but was unaware of the two other copies of 
this treatise. See Bryan GiLLinGHam, ‘The Transmission of Two Secular Latin Songs’, Studia Musicologica 
Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 45 (2004), pp. 106–8. On festivities at the court of Charles IV, with 
brief remarks on the Summa recrea torum, see František ŠmaHeL, ‘Die königlichen Feste im mittelalter-
lichen Böhmen’, Bohemia 37 (1996), pp. 271–90, https://www.bohemia-online.de/index.php/bohemia/
article/view/6352. 

10 My description in this article is based on the version transmitted in Národní knihovna in Prague, 
sign. I E 22, fols. 87v–88v ( footnote 9).
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of water for baptism and wine 
for communion, and pit the 
everyday uses of water (for cat-
tle, the harvest, and to allevi-
ate drought) against the social 
value of wine (with food, at 
weddings, and the joy brought 
to “pauper and miser” alike). As 
the dispute unfolds, Thetis and 
Lyaeus exchange barbs with in-
creasing acrimony, but it is clear 
that Thetis has the upper hand, 
as Lyaeus begins to repeat him-
self and lose the thread of the 
argument. Each one concludes 
with a song (Thetis singing ‘Deo 
gloriose’ and Lyaeus declaiming 
‘Gloriam in excelsis Deo’), upon 
which the citizens of heaven cry 
out with raised voices, ‘Peace on 
earth, good will among men!’. 
In the concluding quatrain, the 
narrator departs the trial’s ‘vale 
of dreams’ with a final prayer to 
God’s glory.

Related in theme is the en-
try that immediately follows the 
disputacio in the Summa recrea
torum: a parody of Vinum bonum 
et suave whose four-and-a-half 
paired versicles bear a close for-
mal resemblance to the Marian 
sequence on which it is based 
( Fig. 3).11 As in the Marian 
sequence Verbum bonum, sev-
eral versicles open by hailing its 
addressee in the second person 
through a litany of nomina sacra 
(for example, ‘Ave, felix creatura’ 
opening the second versicle) to 
form a panegyric that is never 
less than adulatory. Only the 
opening phrase of this version of Vinum bonum is repeated in Luython’s text, but the seman-
tic contents are comparable, as each one enlists multiple senses in describing wine’s positive 
attributes and celebrates the social camaraderie the drink induces. In combination with Aqua 
pura, aqua bona, it is also clear that Luython’s compositions bear a resemblance to the preced-
ing disputacio. Although the texts share no phrase in common, Luython’s text loosely draws 
on Biblical and liturgical quotation in a manner that recalls its predecessor: ‘virtutes sunt 
tibi clarae’ derives from the first in a popular set of leonine hexameters celebrating St. Chris-
topher, patron saint of pilgrims and defender against death (‘Christophore sancte / Virtutes 

11 Národní knihovna in Prague, sign. I E 22, fols. 88v–89r ( footnote 9). A transcription based on 
a collated reading of the A-Wn and CZ-Pu exemplars is available in GiLLinGHam, ‘The Transmission’ 
( footnote 9), pp. 107–8. The versicles of Vinum bonum maintain the same rhyme scheme as found in 
the original sequence (aaab). The one versicle without a pair is the seventh, which celebrates the fact 
that everyone in the world, including monks and ‘devoted clergy’, enjoy wine ‘ad equales’. This versicle 
appears with a paired versicle in other versions of the parody. See, for example, Henkel, ‘Parodie’, p. 27. 
The eighth versicle, which can also be found in other variants elsewhere, is one line shorter than the 
others. For comparison, see Edélestand du mériL, Poésies populaires latines du Moyen âge (Paris: Firmin 
Didot frères, 1847), pp. 204–5, https://archive.org/details/posiespopulaire04mrgoog. 
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Fig. 2:
Beginning of 
Disputacio vini 
et aquae, Prague: 
Národní knihovna, 
sign. I E 22, fol. 87v,
https://imagines.
manuscriptorium.
com/loris/AIPDIG-
NKCR__I_E_22______ 
1LAIJS0-cs/ID0087V/
full/full/0/default.jpg
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sunt tibi tantae’),12 while ‘cervus 
fontes desiderat’ cites the open-
ing of Psalm 41, used liturgically 
as a symbol for baptism and ex-
panded in Luython’s setting as 
an argument for water’s essen-
tial place in the natural order.

In the time spanning the 
Summa recreatorum and the 
Musicalischer Zeitvertreiber, the 
dispute between wine and wa-
ter appeared in German transla-
tions that help bridge the gap 
between its realization in Latin 
hexameters and its bilingual re-
interpretation by Luython. The 
anonymous Ein new lied von 
dem wasser vnd dem weyn. Jn des 
buchßbaums thon, published by 
Kunegund Hergotin in Nurem-
berg c. 1530 (VD16 ZV 16040, 
 Fig. 4), reconfigures the Latin 
dispute through the vernacular 
voice of the Bänkelsänger, show-
ing how this dispute traveled 
through both literate Latin cir-
cles and the public marketplace. 
In Hergotin’s version, the first 
stanza asks all those gathered 
to hear the arguments for which 
one is the best, while all subse-
quent stanzas, with the excep-
tion of the final, begin by indi-
cating which of the combatants 
is speaking, thus enabling per-
formance by a single singer. Here 
it is water and wine themselves 
who engage in debate, each al-
ternating stanzas, and this time 
they emphasize their everyday 
utilities rather than citing scrip-
tural authority to assert superi-

ority.13 Water emerges victorious at the end, but the narrator’s unwavering preference for wine 
is the closing point, along with the offer to listeners of a taste of it, an ending not unlike that 
of Luython’s Vinum bonum.

Another German version penned by Hans Sachs, titled Ein Kampff gesprech zwischen Wasser 
vnd Weyn and published in Nuremberg c. 1553–5 ( Fig. 5), is a mythological reconfiguration 

12 These verses appear in numerous sources, often as captions to images of Christopher carry-
ing Christ. See Ondřej Faktor , Středověká nástěnná malba v jihozápadních Čechách okresy Klatovy, 
Prachatice, Strakonice, PhD dissertation, Prague, Charles University, 2016, p. 151, https://dspace.cuni.
cz/handle/20.500.11956/80039; and Horst FuHrmann, Bilder für einen guten Tod (Munich: Verlag der 
Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1997), pp. 50–1.

13 Another version of this text survives in Ein newes Lied/ das hinder herfuer kert/ Jn des Schilers thon. 
Mer ein newes lied/ von dem Wasser vnd dem Wein/ Jm thdn als man singt den Buchßbaum (Nuremberg: 
Hans Guldenmund, 1540) (VD16 S 484; VD16 N 1262). A later song published as an octavo pamphlet in 
1607 by Johann Schröter in Basel, Wie der Wein und das Wasser mit einander streiten. In Ton: Nun höret zu, 
ihr Christenleut, is cited in Ludwig erk (ed.), Des Knaben Wunderhorn. Alte deutsche Lieder gesammelt von 
L. A. v. Arnim und Clemens Brentano. Vierter Theil, nach A. V. Arnim’s handschriftlichen Nachlass (Berlin: 
Expedition des v. Arnim’schen Verlages, 1854), pp. 183–6.
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Fig. 3:
Beginning of Vinum 

bonum et suave, 
Prague: Národní 

knihovna, sign. I E 22, 
fol. 88v,

https://imagines.
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of the theme that aligns it more with the literate tradition of the disputacio.14 This time the 
debate pits Bacchus against Neptune, as witnessed, according to Sachs, while walking on the 
coast of Genoa, where the singer had taken some time away from his duties in the imperial 
army stationed there. Sachs sees Bacchus drinking alone in an arbour, when Neptune arrives 
in a shell onshore, hurries over, and floods the arbour by spewing water from his mouth. 
Bacchus cries out in rage, whereupon Jupiter flies down on an eagle to find out what the 
trouble is. Bacchus and Neptune then take turns explaining the roots of their disagreement, 
with Jupiter providing an adjudication in the end awarding equal value to them both. Like Ein 
new lied von dem wasser vnd dem weyn, the account by Sachs also embeds cues into the song 
indicating who is doing the speaking, but its tone is more elevated by means of its elaborate 
mythological tale and the inclusion of several Biblical and liturgical references, some of which 
are repeated from the disputacio: Noah and Lot, the sacraments of baptism and communion, 
and Paul’s injunction against intoxication all make appearances, and after Jupiter renders his 
decision, Sachs also concludes with a prayer-like appeal to the Creator. The ability of wine to 
inspire song becomes a new part of its defense in these sixteenth-century vernacular disputes, 
a claim also taken up in Luython’s Vinum bonum, while the production of beer from water 
advanced by Sachs as evidence for water’s superiority serves as the pivot on which Luython’s 
Aqua bona transitions from sober accolade to exhilarated Trinklied.

The rivalry between wine and water continued to be a subject of cultural interest in the 
seventeenth century, a time somewhat distantly removed from the late-medieval genesis of 
the disputacio and yet still bearing traces of its original argument. The physician Hippolytus 
Guarinonius (1571–1654), who trained with the Jesuits in Prague while his father served 
Rudolf there as court physician, offered a contribution on this very topic from a medical 
perspective in his 1610 Die Grewel der Verwüstung menschlichen Geschlechts (‘The Atrocities of 

14 Two editions, both undated, were published in Nuremberg by Hermann Hamsing c. 1553 (VD16 
S 387) and Valentin Neuber c. 1555 (VD16 S 388).

Fig. 4:
Ein new lied von dem 
wasser vnd dem weyn. 
Jn des buchßbaums 
thon (Nuremberg: 
Kunegund Hergotin, 
[c. 1530]) 
(VD16 ZV 16040), 
Berlin: Staats
bibliothek zu Berlin  
Preußischer Kultur
besitz, sign. Yd 7821, 
no. 30, fols. [Ai]r–v
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the Devastation of the Human Race’,  Fig. 6)15 before dedicating an entire treatise to it in 
his Hydroenogamia Triumphans, seu Aquaevinique connubium of 1640 ( Fig. 7). In this latter 
tract, Guarinonius advocates for the health benefits of diluting wine with water, a notion to 
which Lyaeus directly objects in the disputacio but one that implicitly underlies the basis of 
the very dispute itself: the one is essential to the other, and without each other, the conflict 
would never exist. Guarinonius seems, in fact, to have been aware of the historical roots of 
this tradition: the opening encomia in the book cite the age-old debate among the learned of 
which drink is better, but extol the virtues of joining Thetys and Lyaeus, a sane goddess and 
an insane god, in the same drinking vessel as the ideal ‘wedding’ of two ‘good’ fluids (‘Est bona 
res vinum: non mala res & Aqua’).16

Nor was the Summa recreatorum necessarily forgotten in the intervening years, since 
it continued to form a valued part of an aristocratic library in Bohemia at the turn of the 
seventeenth century. Not only did the Lobkowicz family acquire a copy for their library as 
preserved today in Nelahozeves, but also Petr Vok z Rožmberka (1539–1611), whose ex libris 
is bound as a front endpaper in the exemplar of the Národní knihovna in Prague.17 The music 
library of Petr Vok also, coincidentally, included a copy of the Musicalischer Zeitvertreiber.18 The 
sole surviving altus partbook, which forms one element in a binder’s volume of eleven prints, 
bears signs of frequent use, with two pieces that were apparently especially enjoyed from 
the 1609 print (the four-voice lieder Ich ging einmal spazieren by Zangius and Ein Bräutlein 
wolt nicht gehn zu Bett by Hans Leo Hassler), torn from the book’s binding. In the juncture 

15 See, especially, Hippolytus Guarinonius, Die Grewel der Verwüstung menschlichen Geschlechts (In-
golstadt: Andreas Angermayr, 1610), Book 4, Chapter 21, pp. 603–11, https://www.digitale-sammlungen.
de/view/bsb10864373?page=1.

16 Hippolytus Guarinonius, Hydroenogamia triumphpans [!], sev Aquaevinique connubium (Innsbruck: 
Michael Wagner, 1640), fol. [8]v, https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/en/view/bsb10286718?page=,1.

17 CZ-Pu, sign. I E 22, fol. IIv. This ex libris is coincidentally engraved with the same year as the pub-
lication of Musicalischer Zeitvertreiber (1609).

18 Ownership of this print is identified in Petr Daněk, ‘Flores musicales aneb Několik poznámek 
k rožmberským Libri musici’, Opus musicum 2008/1, pp. 32–7.
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Fig. 5:
Hans Sachs: Ein 
Kampff gesprech 

zwischen Wasser vnd 
Weyn (Nuremberg: 

Hermann Hamsing, 
[c. 1553]) (VD16 S 387), 

Munich: Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek, 

sign. Res/4 P.o.germ. 
176 h#Beibd.6, 

fols. [1]v–[2]r

https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/view/bsb10864373?page=1
https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/view/bsb10864373?page=1
https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/en/view/bsb10286718?page=,1
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Fig. 6:
Hippolytus Guarino
nius: Die Grewel der 
Verwüstung mensch
lichen Geschlechts 
(Ingolstadt: Andreas 
Angermayr, 1610), 
Munich: Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek, 
sign. Res/2 Asc. 50, 
title page

of the Summa recreatorum and Luython’s compositions, it is not a stretch of the imagination 
to suppose that the Rudolfine court and Bohemia’s most prominent aristocratic families had 
some interest in renewing traditions from its historical past, especially ones rooted in the 
celebrated era of Charles IV, as a means not just of establishing their own legitimacy, but also 
of fashioning a distinctive courtly mode of performance for a linguistically diverse Central Eu-
ropean milieu. In their combination of Latin and German verses arranged in meters associated 
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with the minstrel ballad, Luython’s compositions draw on strands of literate and oral means 
of performance, culled from the medieval clerical world and the public performance of the 
Bänkelsänger, to fashion a unique curiosity in this one-of-a-kind print. With no other works 
quite like them in his oeuvre, Luython’s Vinum bonum and Aqua pura become suggestive of 
a much more pervasive type of performance practice at the Rudolfine court for which traces 
remain unfortunately scant.

A Mixed Salad
In the third book of his Syntagma musicum printed in 1619, Michael Praetorius provides this 
definition of a quodlibet:

Fig. 7:
Hippolytus Guarino
nius: Hydroenogamia 

triumphpans [!] 
(Innsbruck: Michael 

Wagner, 1640), 
Munich: Bayerische 

Staatsbibliothek, sign. 
M.med. 399, fol. [8]v
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‘The Messanza or Mistichanza is a Quodlibet or Mixture of all kinds of herbs, una salata de 
Mistichanza [a mixed salad], which is otherwise commonly called a Quodlibet. It consists 
of half or complete lines of text with their melodies and notes extracted from a number 
of motets, madrigals, and other German secular as well as comical songs, from which an 
entire fur is stitched together out of many bits and pieces.’19

Praetorius then cites examples of the quodlibet, including what must be the one by Zan
gius in the Musicalischer Zeitvertreiber (no. 12, Ich will zu Land ausreiten),20 in addition to two 
anonymous compositions, both of which he identifies as examples of the messanza: ‘Mirani 
a. 5. vnd Nascela pena a 6.’21 These latter citations must also refer to two of the anonymous 
compositions in the Musicalischer Zeitvertreiber, a volume that clearly seemed to be in Prae-
torius’s possession: no. 23, Mirami vita mia; and no. 28, Io son ferito ahi lasso.22 The idea of a 
salata de mistichanza, a musical ‘mixed salad’, first calls to mind the pioneering 1581 volume 
of Ensaladas (‘Salads’) collected by Mateo Flecha el Joven for publication in Prague, which simi-
larly stitch together multiple tunes, languages, and dialects into a kind of patchwork form 
of composition. It is striking that no other reference to ‘musical salads’ in Central Europe is 
known between Flecha’s 1581 publication and the generic description provided by Praetorius in 
1619. On this basis, it seems reasonable to assume that the Ensaladas gave rise to a tradition 
of patchwork musical performance maintained after Flecha’s departure from Prague in 1582, 
one that was sustained and transformed into the kind of composite Italianate quodlibets found 
in the Musicalischer Zeitvertreiber or, on rare occasions, in manuscript.23 The 1609 anthology 
makes no reference to ‘musical salads’, but Praetorius, whose visits to Prague acquainted him 
with Luython’s ‘Clavicymbalum Vniversale, seu perfectum’, could well have heard them during 
his time spent there.

Luython, of course, included four Missae quodlibeticae in his 1609 book of masses,24 and the 
principle of the salata de mistichanza informs the Musicalischer Zeitvertreiber as a whole, where 
bits and pieces of older music appear transformed in new guises. Through them, the anthology 
emphasizes variety in expression, as singers are called upon to dress up in differing roles often 
in rapid succession. The attributes that define Luython’s Vinum bonum and Aqua bona—linguis-
tic code switching, the meeting point between ‘high’ and ‘low’, the reconfiguration of the old 
and familiar, the ballad meter, and the conviviality of drinking—are designed, like other songs 
in the anthology, to set the banquet table in motion. Orazio Vecchi’s Cicirlanda che comanda 
and Antonio Scandello’s Der Wein der schmeckt mir, in which individual voices take turns call-
ing out when to raise the glass, similarly have the act of drinking built into them. Animal 
sounds in Bernhard Klingenstein’s Ein Mäußhund kam gegangen, a refrain of horse commands 
in Es wohnt ein Bauer in jenem Dorffe, strange cross-relations combined with cooing doves in 
Was trag ich auf meinen Händen?, and so on, remind the singers of the proximity of civilization 
to the natural world. Other songs invoke archaic liturgical singing, such as the open fifths 
and octaves of Carthusians in Wir wollen ein Klösterlein bauen, solo chant in Vitrum nostrum 
gloriosum, or Hebrew cantillation in Barachim e zachai. Songs by Zangius with German dialects 
are featured, as well as songs switching into galliard rhythms, and in addition to the several 
quodlibets or messanzas harnessing a range of songs both new and decades old is an updated 
version of Ich stund an einem Morgen, in which voices interject questions into the century-
old standard sung by the tenor solo, urging him to get to the point of his hackneyed story. 
A special surprise awaits those who make it to the end of the last piece in the anthology, the 
eight-voice double-choir echo lied In diesem grünen Wald: each part ends with a minim followed 
by either one or three rests the length of a breve, leaving everyone to wonder who is supposed 

19 Michael Praetorius, Syntagmatis musici Michaelis Praetorii C. Tomus tertius (Wolfenbüttel: Elias 
Holwein, 1619), p. 17, https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/en/view/bsb10527680?page=,1.

20 Ibid., p. 18: ‘Etliche haben zwar in einer jeden Stimm einen besondern Text / aber gar zerstümmelt 
vnd zerbrochen: Wie in des Nicolai Zangij Quotlibet’.

21 Ibid., p. 18.
22 The difference in title of the second messanza is probably due to the fact that in the six-voice Io 

son ferito ahi lasso in the Musicalischer Zeitvertreiber, the altus and quinta vox both open with ‘Nasce 
la pena mia’, derived from Alessandro Striggio’s well-traveled six-voice madrigal. The tenor is the only 
voice assigned the excerpted opening from Palestrina’s Io son ferito ahi lasso. 

23 Another example can be found in the tenor and bassus partbooks of Moravské zemské muzeum, 
oddělení dějin hudby, Brno, sign. Ms. A 369; along with the quintus partbook from the same set at 
Harvard University, Houghton Library, Cambridge, MA, sign. Mus.V4912V.1594.

24 See Jan Baťa’s contribution in the present volume.
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to conclude the piece and when precisely that will happen. Humors and vapors, indeed, as the 
anthology disintegrates into a silence left for someone to somehow fill.

Songs like these, summoning the active participation of musicians and listeners alike, en-
courage the transgression of rules in an manner traditionally associated with carnival, where 
traditional roles were meant to be upended, but in Prague at the turn of the seventeenth 
century, these boundaries cannot be easily defined by a Latin-German polarity. By expanding 
on the musica reservata of a medieval social elite and its popularization by Bänkel and Meister
sänger in cheap prints of the sixteenth century, Luython seems to have purposefully fashioned 
a novel confrontation of social classes in an open-ended space, where neither gains the upper 
hand and there is no single authoritative voice. Such music calls to mind Peter Burckhardt’s 
pronouncement in The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy that ‘the general trend of the 
time was obviously the amalgamation of classes in the modern sense’, a sharp departure from 
the medieval era enabled by the emergence of an educated class that ignored distinctions of 
caste.25 Burckhardt’s thesis was echoed by Mikhail Bakhtin, who found in linguistic satires 
of the Renaissance the expansion of carnival practices into everyday social life and the latest 
‘polyphonic’ precursor to modern novelistic discourse. As Bakhtin writes, humanist attempts 
to establish Latin in all its classical purity rendered it unable to express the everyday world of 
life and objects, yielding a complex linguistic hybrid of three languages, each one interanimat-
ing the other: purified Latin, its medieval predecessor, and the vernacular. At the same time, 
two worldviews were animating one another: a medieval one and a newer ‘folk-humanist’ one.26

It is possible to see these worlds collide in Luython’s Vinum bonum and Aqua pura, with 
their drunken celebration of abundance drawing on multiple modes of discourse stretched 
across class and time. These tensions are amplified in the Musicalischer Zeitvertreiber as a 
whole, which brings together a broad social spectrum of polyglossal expression through an ar-
ray of musical forms. Yet, much work remains to be done to illuminate the everyday social dy-
namics that fueled the world of Rudolfine Prague and its musical and literary cultures, where 
the use of Latin was not always limited to the scholastic or Ciceronian and the vernaculars 
were multiplied. Nor had Latin yet necessarily worn out its utility or become as stable or puri-
fied as Bakhtin would have us believe. We might consider the wealth of Latin music composed 
by Luython, Jacob Handl, Camillo Zanotti, and Orlando di Lasso and the efflorescence of Latin 
verse in the Bohemian Crown Lands as evidence of the continuing need for a transnational 
means of musical expression, before the era of the Thirty Years War would harden national 
divisions. It is telling that an anthology so rich in combinative forms would not appear again 
in the decades to follow. This makes the window it provides into the diverse ways of speaking 
that jostled in close quarters at this time in Central Europe all the more valuable.

25 Peter BurckHarDt, Die Cultur der Renaissance in Italien (Basel: Schweighauser Verlag, 1860), p. 355, 
https://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/burckhardt_renaissance_1860.

26 Mikhail Mikhailovich BakHtin, ‘The Prehistory of Novelistic Discourse’, in: Michael HoLquist and 
Caryl emerson, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays by M. M. Bakhtin (Austin, TX: University of Texas 
Press, 1981), pp. 80–2.

https://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/burckhardt_renaissance_1860
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SUPPLEMENTUM 1:
Carl Luython: Vinum bonum et suave
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SUPPLEMENTUM 2:
Carl Luython: Aqua bona, aqua pura
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